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How Rosa Luxembourg Look On Marxism and Socialism
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Marxism is anything but the theory which is not in progress. Both dogmatic
attitude towards Marxism and the attitude attempting to break away from Marxism are
wrong. When people complained about the lacking of persons with ability to develop
Marxism theory, Luxembourg argued that every era would definitely mold such persons to
satisfy the need, which is very incisive. Practice testified that Lenin is such a person who
creatively applied and developed Marxism in Russia during the proletariate revolutions era.

Reviewing the history of the International Communism Movement in the last few
decades, particularly the detours and failures in some socialist countries, we agree that
there are numerous and complicated reasons for these detours and failures, both objective
and subjective. However, success and failure of international labor movement and rise and
fall of socialism career are linked closely with whether or not Marxism can be understood
and applied correctly and scientifically. The attitudes towards Marxism is always
associated with the destiny of Marxism and socialism, thus constitutes the criterion to
differentiate the genuine from the false Marxists. Time after time Luxembourg acutely
proposed the fundamental theme of how to look on Marxism and socialism, which is one
of her greatest historic contributions. Failures and frustrations are the tutors, impartial and
incorruptible, yet pure-hearted. If evildoings can be turned into good ones, that is what
they bring to us. We must learn from such vigilance and hints to avoid further faults. In
this sense, we have to admire her ability to envision over the history regarding the
fundamental issue of how to look on Marxism and socialism.
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